Your way to Kirschweiler
Holiday Apartment
Ursula Anders
Hofstraße 13
D-55743 Kirschweiler
T: +49 (6781) 3 37 62
F: +49 (6781) 93 31 89
M: +49 (173) 7 16 83 88
Geographical position:
49° 45' 12" North
7° 14' 18" East
approx. 475 m altitude

Address in QR

Location in QR

Journey by car:
In the village Kirschweiler please follow the signs direction golf-court (Golfplatz)
From the North:
Leave the highway A 61 at the exit "Emmelshausen" and follow the B 327
(Hunsrückhöhenstraße) direction "Morbach". At "Kappel" turn left and enter the B 421 and
follow always the signs to "Hahn airport". Change to the B 50 and pass the Hahn airport until
you re-enter the B 327 in direction "Morbach". At the exit "Hinzerath" you leave the B 327 to
the left and you drive via "Hinzerath", "Bruchweiler", "Kempfeld" and "Katzenloch" until you
enter "Kirschweiler".
From the South:
Drive the highway A 62 Pirmasens - Trier and leave at exit "Idar-Oberstein".
Follow always the signs to "Idar-Oberstein" until you enter "Rötsweiler". In "Rötsweiler" turn
left an follow the street to "Siesbach".
In the village "Siesbach" turn right and follow the signs to "Hettenrodt". In Hettenrodt turn left
to "Kirschweiler".

From the East:
Coming from direction Frankfurt (highway A 60) follow the highway always in direction
"Koblenz / Ludwigshafen" until end of the highway A 60. Change to A 61 direction
"Ludwigshafen". Leave the A 61 at the next exit "Bad Kreuznach / B41" and enter the B 41
for approx. 50 kilometers. Leave Bad Kreuznach aside and follow always the signs to "IdarOberstein". In Idar-Oberstein stay on the mainstreet (B 41) and turn right to the B 422 after
you have passed the 3rd traffic light. Follow the B422 always direction "Bernkastel-Kues"
until you enter Kirschweiler.
From the West:
Coming via A 1 / A 48 change to A 62 direction "Kaiserslautern". Leave the A 62 at exit "IdarOberstein" Follow always the signs to "Idar-Oberstein" until you enter "Rötsweiler". In
"Rötsweiler" turn left an follow the street to "Siesbach". In the village"Siesbach" turn right and
follow the signs to "Hettenrodt". In Hettenrodt turn left to "Kirschweiler".

Traveling by train:
Via ICE / IC / fast train to Frankfurt, Mainz oder Saarbrücken, from there by semifast train to
Idar-Oberstein. Transfer to Kirschweiler by public transport or taxi. On request we will pick
you up at the station in Idar-Oberstein.
Traveling by plane:
Take airport Frankfurt or - new - "Frankfurt Hahn Airport" Traveling from Frankfurt airport to
Idar-Oberstein by train or rental car alternative. From Franfurt Hahn Airport a rental car is the
best choice. Public transport or hailed shared taxi to Idar-Oberstein is also availabe. On
request we pick you up at Hahn Airport.

